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Two love birdies! According to E! Online, Jennie Garth and
David  Abrams  shared  a  PDA-filled  golf  date  post-celebrity
engagement recently. The celebrity couple couldn’t keep their
hands off of each other and were smiling and laughing while
playing  the  game.  Garth  and  Abrams  have  been  engaged  for
merely  a  month.   A  source  commented  on  the  celebrity
engagement, saying, “Dave had been working on this for months,
and really wanted to plan something special for her around her
birthday and make it perfect.”
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This  duo  is  celebrating  their
celebrity  engagement  on  a  golf
course! What are some ways to make
your engagement period special?

Cupid’s Advice:

Engagement periods vary depending on the couple. Regardless of
the the length make sure to get some quality time in together
are fiances:

1. Have a celebration: You are going to tie the knot! Get
together all the people you care about and celebrate this
milestone with a party. Have it at home or go to one of your
favorite spots as a couple to commemorate the occasion.

Related Link: Jennie Garth Steps Out Without Wedding Ring

2. Capture the moments: Since, in the grand scheme of things,
the engagement can be a rather short period of time in the
relationship, document the moments. Have a cheesy photo shoot
post engagement, enjoy all the date nights and don’t be afraid
to take the “usies.”

Related  Link:  Jennie  Garth  Says  Her  Life  is  “Crazy”  Amid
Divorce

3. Try new things: The trajectory of your individual lives is
about to conjoin together.So take this new road and discover
new  adventures  as  a  pair.  If  you  are  feeling  brave  go
skydiving or bungee jumping, or keep it casual and try a new
cuisine or a random dive bar on the weekend for an exciting
experience. Who knows what will happen or who you will meet!

What are your ideas for a sporty date? Share with us below! 
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